1. From West Beverly, Oak Street Beach may be a bit of a hike, but you can come here to dip your toes in the lake and bump, set, spike.

2. In 1962, the Beatles released their first single and the rest was history. In the same year St. John Fisher constructed their parish's first school.

3. Waving in wind, at this corner you can find Stars & stripes, red & blue, her symbols tell a story.

4. A neighborhood staple for food and ice cream is moving its flag south to fulfill a bigger dream. At this West Beverly home you can sit outside and enjoy the sun. A good book from Bookies, cold drink, and a game of chess are placed just-so.

5. Take a picture of your completed clue sheet and email to bapa@bapa.org

6. In the early 20th century, builders used this frame to grace the front door. A neighborhood staple for food and ice cream is moving its flag south to fulfill a bigger dream. A good book from Bookies, cold drink, and a game of chess are placed just-so.

7. A good book from Bookies, cold drink, and comfy chair is the best hit to enjoy the summer air. At this West Beverly home you can sit outside day or night. The beauty of flowers has planted inspiration, beside a peaceful entryway.

8. Stately and prominent they come in a set of 4. White, symmetrical, impeccably spaced, these frame the front door.

9. Since 1879, this quiet place has recorded names and dates, commemorating thousands of lives and fates: Doctors, soldiers, farmers, teachers, buried here so long ago.

10. In 1871, reaction to the Great Chicago Fire. The joy it will spark. Families are well aware that the Warriors rule in West Beverly. The joy it will spark.

11. It doesn't look like it's a residence and it is not a finite hue, but inside, this spacious there's a vivid, vibrant view! From seed to bloom, since 1943, from the same family we can buy. Beautiful blossoms and foliage, beneath a roof that reveals the sky.

12. This shade of red cannot be mistaken, It's a color everybody knows. So iconic NBC created a series dedicated to these everyday heroes. At this house neighbors are reminded, when two crossed axes they see, That many firemen make their homes in West Beverly.

13. Though the entry is crowned by a peaceful cross, Families are well aware that the Warriors rule On this block where a modern church was built beside The vintage architecture of... Day & night, winter, spring, summer & fall, This simple memorial reminds us all Of the sacrifices men and women bore Fighting for our freedom in the... From ancient days when creative hands and hearts first met paint and chalk The beauty of flowers has planted inspiration, petal to stalk. Garden Club volunteers chose this site quite appropriately. The Roy Ditlik... of Living Art draws visiting art lovers beautifully.

14. Day & night, winter, spring, summer & fall, This simple memorial reminds us all Of the sacrifices men and women bore Fighting for our freedom in the... From ancient days when creative hands and hearts first met paint and chalk The beauty of flowers has planted inspiration, petal to stalk. Garden Club volunteers chose this site quite appropriately. The Roy Ditlik... of Living Art draws visiting art lovers beautifully.

15. From ancient days when creative hands and hearts first met paint and chalk The beauty of flowers has planted inspiration, petal to stalk. Garden Club volunteers chose this site quite appropriately. The Roy Ditlik... of Living Art draws visiting art lovers beautifully.

1. Ride your bike to each location and look for the clue.
2. Fill in your answers for each clue.
3. Copy your answers in the solution spot (bottom right).
4. Place numbered letters in their designated spaces for the History Mystery puzzle to uncover the solution.
5. Take a picture of your completed clue sheet and email to bapa@bapa.org with History Mystery in the subject line. Send the puzzle solution along with your name, address and phone number. Solutions must be received by June 30, 2020!
6. Prize winners will be selected randomly from all correct solutions. 1 entry per family.

NEW History Mystery every month through September! Find a copy online at www.bapa.org.

TODAY finding a ___ nestled on a West street.

Established in 1902, this oasis of green was a sea of glory by Walter Burley Griffin and the rest was history.

PUZZLE SOLUTION
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Bike-To Businesses

Call ahead for social distance pickup.

SWANSON’S  2414 W. 103rd St. • 773-239-1197

BOOKIES  10324 S. Western • 773-239-1110

RUNNING EXCELS  10328 S. Western • 773-629-8557

HORSE TIEF HOLLOW  10428 S. Western • 773-719-2739

BEVERLY BAKERY & CAFE  10528 S. Western • 773-238-5550

OLIVIA’S GARDEN  10730 S. Western • 773-238-1108

COUNTRY FAIR FOODS  10930 S. Western • 773-238-5557

OPEN OUTCRY BREWING CO.  10934 S. Western • 773-629-6055

HOME RUN INN  10950 S. Western • 773-332-6696

NINE-ONE-ONE BBQ SHACK  2734 W. 111th St. • 773-239-9111

Map Key

- Compete for prizes every month!
- Questions?
- Email bapa@bapa.org

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Established in 1902, this oasis of green was moved to its current spot in 1917.
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- Children and adults must wear helmets.
- Walk bikes across streets.
- Cross busy streets at traffic lights or stop signs.

Bike-To Businesses

Call ahead for social distance pickup.

SWANSON’S  2414 W. 103rd St. • 773-239-1197

BOOKIES  10324 S. Western • 773-239-1110

RUNNING EXCELS  10328 S. Western • 773-629-8557

HORSE TIEF HOLLOW  10428 S. Western • 773-719-2739

BEVERLY BAKERY & CAFE  10528 S. Western • 773-238-5550

OLIVIA’S GARDEN  10730 S. Western • 773-238-1108

COUNTRY FAIR FOODS  10930 S. Western • 773-238-5557

OPEN OUTCRY BREWING CO.  10934 S. Western • 773-629-6055

HOME RUN INN  10950 S. Western • 773-332-6696

NINE-ONE-ONE BBQ SHACK  2734 W. 111th St. • 773-239-9111